Armenian State University of Economics

The foundation of Armenian State University of Economics (ASUE) arose back in 1930. The largest economic educational institution in Armenia with more than 30,000 alumni, Armenian State University of Economics is also the most distinguished government-based Economic University in Armenia. The University is a member of the Association of Economic Universities of South and Eastern Europe and the Black Sea Region.

ASUE offers Bachelor's, Master's and PhD programmes in Management, Finance, Marketing and Business Management, Computer Science and Statistics, Accounting and Auditing and boasts more than 7,500 students, 18 specialties and many specializations. Each year around 2,200 students are admitted to ASUE.

ASUE signed Cooperation Agreements and Memorandums of Understanding with a wide range of higher educational institutions stimulating University internalization.

Currently ASUE has 10 Erasmus+ credit mobility programs with the Athens University of Economics and Business, University of Tartu, University of Economics-Varna, etc. List of the partner universities is available via the following link: http://media.asue.am/upload/NES_ERASMUS_PARTNER_INSTITUTIONS.pdf, hosting a Fulbright scholar from the USA, the University is engaged in a VISEGRAD founded program. ASUE has special developed MBA degree course for international students who are mainly from India and Syria.

In 2013 was established "AMBERD" Research Center of Armenian State University of Economics. "AMBERD" implements research programs on burning economic issues of the Republic of Armenia.

ASUE is open to partnership and is looking forward developing mutually beneficial cooperation with new partners.

For additional information please visit University web-site: www.asue.am/en or contact ASUE Foreign Relations Division: int@asue.am, int.asue@gmail.com, +374 10 593484.